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Fairbanks North Star Borough School District 

Curriculum Advisory Committee 
 

Minutes of February 1, 2018 
 

Mrs. Hadaway called the meeting to order at 5:35 p.m. in the Administrative Center, Curriculum 

Library, 520 Fifth Avenue, Fairbanks, Alaska.  
 

Members Present: 

Kyra Aizstrauts 

Dr. Obadare Awoleke 

Dr. Leah Berman Williams 

Oscar Beausoleil 

Joe Dallaire 

Tara DeVaughn 

Earnest Kincade 

Allyson Nicholson 

Svetlana Nuss 

Earl Peterson 

Fé Seymour 

Dr. Heather Willis 

 

Timothy Doran 

Melanie Hadaway
 

Members Absent: 

Paula Addis Sharon Hildebrand 

 

Staff Present: 

Jennifer Morgan 

 

 

 

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA 

Mr. Peterson moved to accept the February 1, 2018 agenda; Dr. Berman Williams seconded. Hearing no 

objections or further comment, the motion was approved. 

 

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 

Ms. Aizstrauts moved to accept the January 11, 2018 minutes; Ms. Nicholson seconded this proposal. 

Members reviewed the minutes. Hearing no objections, the minutes were approved.   

 

OVERVIEW OF THE CURRICULUM PROCESS & REVISION 
Mrs. Hadaway announced that the Department of Teaching and Learning has started reviewing and 

revising chapter 9 of the School Board Policy and Administrative Regulations. To spark discussion about 

some of the questions that have come up and need to be addressed, Mrs. Hadaway asked members to 

answer the following questions: 

1. What is curriculum (define)? 

2. Who is the curriculum for? 

3. What should be captured in the curriculum? 

4. How is the curriculum used once it is captured? 

After writing their responses on a blank piece of paper, members broke into groups of two or three and 

discussed their answers. Afterwards, the entire group discussed these topics. Mrs. Hadaway also asked 

members what factors they think should influence curriculum development, and what should be the 

primary drivers of curriculum development. Discussion ensued.  

 

Mrs. Hadaway distributed printouts of School Board Policy 910, 910.1, 910.3, and 910.4, with 

corresponding administrative regulations. She explained that school district staff will have the opportunity 

to complete a survey with questions about the curriculum process. She is also working with consultants to 

examine this survey data and create possible models for the new curriculum revision process. By the 

beginning of next school year, Mrs. Hadaway anticipates there will be a prototype plan for this process, 

which should be piloted on a small scale.  
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Mr. Doran mentioned the documentary, Most Likely to Succeed, which was recently shown at West Valley 

High School. While the school highlighted in this movie is not a traditional school, it raises several 

different topics in terms of a curriculum discussion. The committee discussed the documentary and its 

emphasis on the development of soft skills (e.g., promptness and working in a group). Ms. Morgan will 

look into whether the district has a license for an online version of the documentary and, if so, the link 

will be sent to committee members.   

 

GENERAL COMMENTS/ QUESTIONS 
Mr. Doran commented that he recently had the opportunity to visit several schools and see the curriculum 

come alive; that it is not something that is just written on paper. 

 

Ms. Aizstrauts stated she is encouraged that the district is looking at more fluid curriculum, but thinks it 

is essential to have standards of expectations (e.g., no excuse spelling and essential skills). It is important 

to have a baseline focus as the district moves forward.  

 

Ms. Seymour recently had a discussion with a parent whose child is enrolled at Boreal Sun Charter School. 

The parent stated that this school has a German immersion program. Mrs. Hadaway explained that this 

charter school uses the Waldorf model, which requires instruction in a second language. While the teacher 

at the school is fluent in both French and German, the school does not have a full immersion program. 

Mrs. Hadaway mentioned that the head teacher, Ms. Harlan, is very welcoming and that she has heard 

great things about the school.  

 

Mr. Dallaire mentioned a meeting that occurred last school year in which the committee received a report 

about online learning. He inquired as to when a follow-up report will be available to the committee. Mrs. 

Hadaway reminded the group that Ms. Cervin attended a CAC meeting in the fall of 2017 and provided 

additional eLearning data at that time. Ms. Morgan will resend this report to members.  

 

Ms. Nuss would like conversations about world language to continue. 

 

Dr. Willis mentioned the importance of developing soft skills, such as knowing where to start when given 

a project. She inquired as to whether counseling lessons and social skills are a part of the curriculum. Ms. 

Hadaway explained that all elementary schools have a counselor who delivers lessons on these type of 

skills (e.g., student safety and cold weather gear). Schools are also having these types of conversations 

about where and how to teach topics they want students to learn, but that might not be in the curriculum 

(i.e. soft skills). Mr. Beausoleil wondered if this could be a part of Student Support Periods at the high 

school level.  

 

Ms. Nicholson suggested, in regards to Career and Technical Education (CTE) curriculum, what works in 

the rest of the United States might not necessarily work in Alaska. For example, the local pipefitters 

recently visited North Pole High School, and she spoke with them about what they are looking for in future 

employees. She does not think it is a good idea to be so tied to a curriculum that the school is unable to 

seek input from local employers about things to incorporate in the classroom. Ms. Nicholson also stressed 

the importance of soft skills, especially for students getting ready to interview for a job. Some students 

might not know how to write a resume or cover letter, or do not know how to converse during the interview. 

She thinks general communication skills could be taught to help prepare students. Mrs. Hadaway 

mentioned CTE is in the process of conducting a comprehensive review of the district’s CTE plan, and 

recently released a report with the results of an extensive survey of staff, parents, and employers within 

the community. Ms. Morgan will send a copy of this report to members.  
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Mr. Beausoleil inquired about the implementation of personalized learning in high schools next school 

year, specifically what will be different. Mrs. Hadaway stated that the point of personalized learning is to 

make schools more successful for more students, and for the district to address barriers that exist within 

our system that make things worse for some students and better for others. The district will focus on four 

specific areas: targeted instruction, data informed decision-making, student ownership, and flexible 

content. Mrs. Hadaway explained the essence of personalized learning is to think about how the district is 

currently doing things. Ms. Aizstauts mentioned that teachers are working hard to meet the needs of kids.   

 

Mr. Dallaire asked if the district plans to permanently implement personalized learning. Mrs. Hadaway 

stated she thinks personalized learning is good teaching and that it will continue in the district. She 

explained that the model used for teacher evaluation, Danielson Framework, uses four domains that are 

similar to the four focus areas of personalized learning. Mr. Dallaire stated that unless the district plans to 

hire four times the number of teachers they currently have, personalized learning is watering down 

education. Mr. Peterson responded that personalized learning within the district is here to stay. He stated 

that we teach to the middle portion of students and if more resources are not poured into individualized 

attention, those students that veer from the norm, up or down, and which need personalized learning to 

either catch up or get ahead, will be pushed off to whichever common dominator can accommodate them.  

 

ADJOURNMENT 
Mrs. Hadaway moved to adjourn the meeting; Dr. Berman Williams seconded.  Hearing no objections or 

further comment, the meeting was adjourned at 6:48 p.m.   


